TIMOTHY SULLIVAN WEARNE
BOLD, DARING, BRIGHT and UNUSUAL are some of the words used to describe Timothy’s
interesting and exciting art works. Wearne is a self taught artist who has refused to take a single art
course stating: I do not want other people to tell me what to paint, how to paint, or how to take a
photograph, and most importantly just what art is? Timothy’s art is truly inspired by his day to day life
and moods. Living in the New York City area is by far my strongest asset for creating art. The entire
city is a living and breathing canvas at every turn.
Drawing on the energy of the city and strongly influenced by artists such as Piccaso, Warhol, Haring,
Van Gogh, and New York’s renowned artist Robert Leach, (The Village Artist), Wearne will
delicately weave these influences with his own ideology to create his vivid and sometimes shocking
colorful canvases and photos. Many of the canvases may be collaged with a special found object. In
some of the paintings there are several collaged items and symbols that are intended to blend with the
subject matter to inspire the viewer within.
POP, FUN, FRESH and WHIMSICAL also describes the work of this unique artist. Mr. Wearne
has collaborated with hundreds of New York artists on projects including murals, art shows and
several fundraising events for non-for profit organizations. Wearne was the former manager and
curator of the Van der Plas gallery in downtown NYC. Wearne has exhibited his art work throughout
New York City and has been the curator for numerous shows throughout the region serving local
galleries, private shows and exhibitions. Wearne was also the former Co-Curator of MCCNY Jackson
Hall Art Gallery, a non-for profit art gallery that provides services for the under served community. I
invite you to join me in my amazing journey as I continue my quest to create art that will please the
eye, spirit and humanity alike. PEACE ♥

Want more? Contact me: 646-785-9437 Wearneart@yahoo.com

